Activation Nature Park Cesky Les OKFF-012 29.may 2010
A group of members from
the DARC-Ortsverband
Stiftland, DOK: U23 made
their third WFF-activation
at may, 29 2010.
After two activations in
Germany, we planned this
time for our neighbourcountry Czech Republic.
Against the first plan with
our homecalls OK I applied
at the beginning of may
for the callsign OK8WFF.
With the kind help of the
Czech Radio Club who
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brought me to the right
address and the very
quick work from the
responsible person of
Czech telecommunication office the licence
arrived right in time at
may 27th. Our location was in the northernmost corner of
the park, close to the
city of Broumov, not
too far away from the
former border crossing
Mähring/Broumov.

1. Map from Cesky Les
2. welcome in Nature Park Cesky Les
3.+4.+5 our setup-arrangement
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We used again the mobile-trailer from Günther
-DC2RK-. Equipment a G5RV plus a 40/80Meterdipole. Rig was an FT990 + FT2000 powered by a
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2kw-generator.
As this was the WPX-CW-weekend we decided
to operate mostly SSB. Also we planned at first
for sunny 30th but when we saw the horrible
weather-reports we decided for one day earlier.
The first QSO was at 1121UTC with M0BMX. After a
good opening period with good runs on 20 and 40
meter the conditions changed rapidly. During the
afternoon we had very long runs where we had to
call endless without any reply. 20 meters was totally
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on the way to Cesky Les you are coming
along Mount Dylen (Tillenberg),
close to the centre of europe
Xaver -DK4RM- unusual with the Microphone,
he normally prefers the key
Manfred -DF6EX- in operation
Günther -DC2RK- as usual does every impor
tant thing which is required for a successful
operation.
The licence

down. Only in the early evening conditions on 40
meters came back and we had a good final hour
with the last QSO at SP2MKU at 1820 UTC.
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Finally 448 QSOs were made.
We hope you were successful and enjoyed the
pile-up.
Probably will meet you from another one.
73, 44, Team OK8WFF/p
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